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N. Hampshire Rally

Tat

Friday, 6 P.M.
Memorial Gym

Z 2.65

"Campus" Broadcast
WLBZ-7:15
Tonight

Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine
No. 4

ORONO, MAINE,OCTOBER 12, 1939

Vol. XLI

Maine Expected to Beat
New Hampshire When
Teams Clash Saturday

'Girl of the Golden West'

it

Wildcats Display
Power Against
Northeastern
STRONG BACKFIELD
Maine Bears Exhibit
Strength by Tying
Up R. I. Stars

Whitney and
Breton Head
R.O.T.C. Uni

Fathers, Mothers Will Take
Active Part in Parents' Day
Program Planned Saturday
Six Seniors
Kelley, Astor
Register for
Head 'Prism'
Major Honors
Departments

Company and Platoon
Commanders Are
Appointed

Tutorial Honors Course
Given 15 Juniors
And 2 Seniors

Name Ingham, Harris,
Greenlaw, Ashworth
To Staff Posts

Mrs. Corliss,
Mr. Ingalls
To Speak
MANY EVENTS
Freshmen Giving
Entertainment
at Banquet

The following appointments in ills
g Corps
Reserve Officers Tr
The students registered for the
announced recently by Lieut. C(ilons
Neil Walker, editor-in-chief of the
Honors Courses this semester have 1941 Prism,
Robert K. Alcott, head of the military
junior class year book,
been announced by Associate Profesdepartment.
announced some of the members of the
By Daniel Caouette
sor
Stanley
R.
Ashby,
of
the
English
The staff for the corps consists of
editorial
board
Everett P. Ingalls of
at
the
first
meeting
of
Alumnus
Department.
Battalion Commander, Lieut.-Colonel .... will be portrayed by Barbara Ashworth, left, who, with John Robie,
the Class of 1915 and Mrs. Fred
Norman E. Whitney; Battallion Ex- have been cast in the leading roles of the first Masque production of the year, From the senior class in the College the entire staff on last Tuesday eveCorliss, of Sherman Mills, will
of Arts and Sciences, several students ning.
ecutive. Major Leon J. Breton; Bat- to be presented Oct. 30-Nov. 2.
be featured on the third annual
of high scholastic standing are adtali:in Adjutant, George H. Schmidt;
The following appointments were Freshman-Parents' supper promitted to the Major Honors Course.
Battalion Sergeant Major, George H.
stated: Lawrence Kelly, business man- gram Saturday, October 14, as
the
culmination
Ellis.
This
course
comes
at
•
of the Honors program and offers ager; David Astor, men's sport editor; spokesmen for the mothers and
The Commander of Company "A"
students the opportunity to more fully Joseph Ingham, photography editor; fathers of freshmen invited to
is Ralph L. Pipes; Company Execuexamine their major fields. Those David Greenlaw, circulation manager; the University for that day.
tive. Lieut. Paul E. Morin; Comman3 seniors taking the Major Honors Barbara Ashworth and James Harris, President Arthur A. Hauck will
der of the 1st Platoon, 1st Lieut. John
give the official welcome to the
! Course are: Myer Alpert, Virginia L.
Maasen; Commander of the 2nd Plaassistants in the advertising and circu- University's guests.
Saar:.La-tn.
',miler
Uni(luring
two
of
which
he
served
Barstow,
Helma
K.
Ebbeson,
Pauline
Neil
\V.
Grimmer;
toon, 1st Lieut. Stewart
Track coach Chester Jenkins, himversity student, has been appointed act- as vice president, handling all publicity. W. Jellison, Einora I.. Savage, Linnea lation departments.
(Continued on Page Four)
ing director of the Masque while Prof. During the past summer session he Westin.
Kelly, a student in the College of self a guest of the Univeristy on this
Although the Tutorial Honors Technology, is a member of Phi Mu occasion through registration of his
Herschel Bricker is recovering from an studied stage directing under Prolesappendectomy performed last Mon- sor Bricker. and three years ago hel Course is primarily for juniors, it is Delta, social fraternity. He played son, Robert, in the class of '43, will
appeared professionally with the Brat-la University course open to seniors freshman football and participated in be toastmaster for the program and
day.
also. Students taking the Tutorial several Maine Masque productions.
will introduce the three chief speakers.
Postponing a trip to California to tlehoro Players in Vermont.
The gift to the University of a por- study theatre at Pasadena and west
Playing character parts exclusively, Honors Course are: Donald B. Devoe, Astor, a student in the College of Mr. Jenkins will be introduced by Ditrait of Mrs. Horace M. Estabrooke, coast pliturrgraphic methods. Sawyer while a student here, he had leading George H. Ellis, Alma M. Fifield, Ruth Arts and Sciences, is sports editor of rector of Admissions Percy F. Crane,
to be hung in the library with that of began substituting for Professor Brick- roles in the Masque's productions of J. Garrison, Lloyd W. Giiffin, Alma the Maine Campus. He is a member who is also qualified as a guest by the
her husband, the late Prof. Estabrooke, er Sunday night at rehearsals of "The "Bird in Hand," "Abraham Lincoln," M. Hansen, Ruth H. Linnell, Ruth G. of the Spanish Club, Maine Masque, presence of his son, Talbot, in the
was announced recently by President Girl of the Golden West." forthcoming "Bill of Divorcement," and "You Can't Packard, Ernestine K. Pinkham. CIa- and Tau Epsilon Phi, social fraternity. freshman class.
Arthur A. Hauck. Mrs. Estabrooke Masque presentation now in its second Take It With You."
ralyn Preble, George C. Risman, RayIngham, former news editor of the
Supper Program
now resides with her daughters in Rye, week of production.
mond A N'alliere, Catherine M. Ward, Maine Cainput, is a member of Beta
Opening on October 30. "The Girl of
As the climax of Saturday's activiN. Y., and Memphis, Tenn.
Charlotte Z. White, Marjorie White- Theta Pi. He is in the College of
NVhile a student here he was actively the Golden West" will run for four
house, NVilliam H. Chandler, senior in Arts anti Sciences and vice president ties, during which visiting parents of
The Estabrooke family have been connected with the Masque for four nights.
freshman men and women will be
Technology;
and Robert S. McDon- of the Maine Masque.
of
this
Unithe
history
closely tied to
shown the University in its regular
ald,
junior
in
Technology.
versity. Mrs. Estabrooke, upon whom
David Greenlaw, a student in the every-day routine, the supper program,
The
following
sophomores
are
takwas conferred an honorary master's
College of Technology, is a member of scheduled for 5:30 in Memorial Gyming the General Reading Course: Shirdegree in 1926. is an honorary member
Sigma Chi, social fraternity. He is a
(Continued on Page Four)
ley G. Ashman, George T. Chase,
of All-Maine Women.
member of the tennis team.
Muriel
B.
Cleverly,
Jordon
Dobrow,
After her husband's death, Mrs. EsChanges in the rules governing social
Earl Bennett, chairman of the Hum( Carl P. Duncan. Edward J. Geary.
tabrooke became actively associated ,affairs were announced by Prof. Harry
with the university's administration, Watatn, chairman of the University coming committee. has announced that Carleton 0. tierrick, Jr., Bernard
Loam, Bernard P. Rome, Calvin B.
serving as matron of Phi Kappa Sigvommittee. to be as follows:
Homecolllillg week-end on November
Sea all, Edward R. Tanner.
from the iipening of the fall term!1. The limit tin the number of c(tuples
11, 1939, will feature former members
in 1912 until the following January, ! rJe.mitterl at victrola parties has been
Several speakers have been selected
the Maine Cross Country teams.
when she became superintendent of nt:I-eased from ten to fifteen couples, if
for the first general meeting of the
Three Constitutional Mt. Vernon house, which, built in 1833, with the definite understanding that Special invitations have been issued
Women's Student Government to be
All Colleges to Begin
was remodeled into a woman's dormi- the president of the fraternity or his to all alumni who are at present coachheld Wednesday. October 18, at 10:00
Questions Given
Examinations on —
tory in 1898, where she lived until el!r!..ially appointed delegate he rees of cross country in schools throughPresident arid Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck o'clock in the Little Theatre.
As Subjects
Same Day
June, 1926.
usible for the con(hret of each vicBetty Mack, who recently returned
rut the country. The University will entertained faculty members at a forBona Frank, the artist who painted trola party. This responsible person
ffules for the annual Claude Dessing
on
France,
will
give
a
short
talk
front
mal
reception
at
their
home
Tuesday
Cessation of classes in all colleges
take special pride in welcimiing the
Graton Constitutional Essay Contest the portrait of Mrs. Estabrooke in is to sign the application card and will
evening. In the receiving line were European affairs. Hope Jackman, on the same day for final examinations
Maine
Cross
1917
members
of
the
were announced this week by Professor 1924, is the wife of Ralph Mayer. New be recognized by the fraternity and
President and Mrs. Hauck and Mr. who attended the summer laboratory in was part of the new examination scheEdward F. Dow, head of the Depart- York painter and paint technician, comtnittee on social affairs as the in- Country team. This was the only squad Edward E. Chase, president of the Boston, will speak on housing in the dule dud was decided on at the general
whose volume."The Artist's Handbook dividual responsible for the affair.
in the history of the University of board of trustees.
ment of History and Government.
cities. Gertrude Tondreau, who also faculty meeting held on Monday. Oct.
The three subjects from which stu- of Materials and Methods," will appear 2. Women staying (ivernight its fra- Maine to win the State Championship, Mrs. Arthur L. Veering and Mrs. spent the summer in Boston doing 9, it was recently announced by James
(Continued
on
Page
Four)
and
Championship,
this
fall.
England
die
New
dents may choose are: (1) Recent
Olin S. Lutes assisted in the dining social work, will tell what she under- A. Gannett, registrar.
the National Championship.
Constitutional Changes in the United
room Mrs. J. N. Hart, Dr. Edith stands social work to mean. Esther The new rules governing the scheIts members include Roger W. Bell, Patch, Mrs. H. S. Boardman. and Mrs. Whitman, a freshman, will speak on
States, (2) "The Third Term" Issue
dule for final examinations was studied
the San Francisco and New York
17, captain of the team and present J. H. Huddilston poured.
as a Constitutional Problem, (3)
and contposed by a committee of faculCompany
Paper
manager
of
APW
World's
Fairs,
both
of
which
she
atthe
Supreme
Should the Powers of the
At the freshman reception held at
ty members from each of the colleges
of Albany, N. Y.; Frank Peen. '17, the Hauck home on Wednesday even- tended.
Court Be Reduced? The prize, estaband members of the administration.
Maine,
and
forattorney, of Portland,
lished by the late Claude D. Graton,
ing, Dean Edith Wilson received and
All women will receive cuts from This committee consisted of Benjamin
mer municipal court judge; Edmond Dean Lamert S. Corbett introduced classes to attend this compulsory meet'00, consists of the income from four
C. Kent, chairman; John R. Crwford,
Desire for security, rather than pa- ternal revolutions within the Reich to J. Dempsi, '17, manager of Calco the students.
shares of stock held in trust, the curing.
Llewellyn M. Dorsey, James A. Ganrent dividends on which exceed $40.00 trlothim, is the common bond uniting bring about the downfall of the Hitler Chemical Company, of Bountibrook,
nett, and Spofford H. Kimball.
all Frenchmen today, Mary Oberly. regime. They doubt the possibility of N. J.; Albert W, Wunderly, '18, attora year.
The newly adopted plan is as folex-'41, and star reporter on the Cam- a peace now—especially on Hitler's ney, of Boston, Mass.; R. H. Hysom,
Any regular enrolled undergraduate
lows:
pus, told a Campus reporter in an inter- terms. The man on the street says the '18, engineer at Mount Desert, Maine;
under twenty-five may enter the conview at her home in Nfaiwitester. war will last at least four years, she Philip Libby. '18, mechanical engineer
That the recitation period for all
test. Students should register for the
the night rif her return frmn said. The French government at pres- of the Eastman Kodak Company.
colleges and the School of Education
contest with Professor Dow, 145 Steent seems unwilling to risk the huge
be completed on the same day.
France.
A special invitation has also been
vens Hall, not later than November
loss of man-power necessary to carry
That examination schedules for the
September
26,
champions,
France
on
sent
the
manager
of
these
Leaving
29, All entries must he delivered in
out a general offensive against the
mustache, but Sampson didn't let it entire University be uniform, that is,
By Edith Jacobs
Weston M. Haskell, treasurer and genperson, or mailed with postmark not she and Betty Mack, who is now back
go at that
Siegfried Line.
eral manager of the Turner Center Ice "By my beard, if I had one!"
(Continued on Page Four)
later than November 29. If a student at the University. arrivedshere ThursSuppression of such news as a major Cream System of Massachusetts.
Since a week ago Tuesday, a score
The nature-made beards aren't mereregisters by mail, he should indicate day night, October 5. They both went
train
wreck
in
which
fifty
were
killed
of young gentlemen about campus have ly part of the stage prnperty for "The
In his letter the topic chosen, and early to France to study at the Sorbonne
been
and intend to go back when conditions is cmtrinon practice, she said.
ngrowillS beards to swear at, if Girl of the Golden West." Sears, Roe(Continued on Page Four)
1
buck must sell perfectly good ones.
by,
The French people feel that the
permit.
This hair and whisker raising isn't The whole process is a moral backing
The French people feel that if they United States will materially aid their
The University ROTC unit is under
being frowned on by faculty and co-eds for the cast. There's nothing like
make peace with Hitler now, they will cause, she said. They say that they can
A deputation team from the M.C.A. as another stunt of the goldfish exhi- raggedness to sponsor ruggedness, and the nes: formation recently adopted
have to fight a stronger Hitler six win without the aid of an American
months later. They don't want to military machine. They hate the Rus- conducted the services in the First bitionists' variety; it is part of "un- that's just what the Masque wants of by the U. S. Army, Col. Robert K.
The first free rental Art Library in fight but will under no circumstances sians. feel that they have been double- Congregational Church in Bluehill on grooming" actors for the Maine its actors for this realistic rigmarole of Alcott, head of the military department,
an American University was opened in submit to the German offensive, she crossed. Blaine for the recent Russo- Sunday, October 8. The morning wor- Masque's first presentation of the sea- roughneck rascals in the gold rush— announced recently. These streamlined traits were designed for greater
the Art Gallery at South Stevens said. Cotnpared to the English troops, German alliance is placed upon Soviet ship servict was conducted by Francis son, "The Girl of tine Golden West." it's not bad advertising, either.
Tuesday, October 10, for all students who seem very spirited and determined opportimism. French Communists have Andrews, '42. and Robert Goodwin, Although within bounds of reason and
On the night of October 30, when the mobility and simplicity. New men
desiring a knoa ledge and understnding to win, this French appear rather sour, been driven underground, their paper '41, and Lucille Hall, '40, spoke on the under sanction, it's a bet that tine beard show opens for a four-night run in the can be taught the new maneuvers in a
of the time taken to learn the
of the modern masterpieces.
morose, and resigned to fate. It ap- suppressed. The French feel that Rus. theme "In Quest of God's Purpose." growers aill need all the virility im- Little Theatre, a handsome shaving frac
opportunistic position will change
old ones.
Approximately fifty students had peared significant to her that French
A young people's sing in the early plied by their occupation to raise the mug. suitably inscribed in a manner
signed up for pictures for their rooms soldiers today are wearing old World back with Allied military success.
evening, led by Francis ,Nialrews, '42, crop and live it down. Imagine all retniniscent of a bygone era, will be "By tine left flank" and "by tine
"What the French think of the Itali- and Carlton Nowell, '42. was followed the stares and onward comments they presented tin the member of the cast right flank" have replaced "squads
and the dormitory and fraternity living War uniforms.
rooms at the end of the first day. The
The same spirit is true of all the ans doesn't amount to much; in fact, by a devotinal service led by Margaret must be subjected to. And imagine whose physiognomy niost nearly re- left" and "squads right." Squads now
consist of twelve men instead of the
works of Rembrandt and presentatay French, she said. They wh•Jle-le:iit- they have the utmost contempt for Steinmetz. '40. John Cullinan, '43, any piers asking one of them to the sembles that of a grizzly.
Grata Woods seemed to he among the ettly support Daladier, only a few left- Italians. They have a comparatively conducts.] a discussion centrals, Aunt sorority and dormitory fall semi-forVVith but tut) girls included in the former eight. There are three ranks,
favorites. The new Jelaton prints. a wingers still in oppositirm are forced to higher opinion of the Germans," she the topic "The Value of Truth in Solv- mals now in height of season.
cast of twenty-seven, "The Girl of the each rank consisting of a squad, where
new American method of printing that work underground, There are no added.
No, the fellots'. hest het will be at Golden West." as it will he presented formerly there were only two. The
ing Problems,"
left guide is a thing of the past. Guidhas been said to revolutionize the en- bands, no flag-waving, no ostentatious
Miss Oherly feels that it is another
The evening service was conducted the stag dances, and even there the in four acts by the Masque. promises
ing is done with the number twelve
tire industry, were also gor•I attrar- ii splay of nati(rnalism. Furthermore, imperialistic war—on the
to he real he-man entertainment.
allied side by John Cullinan, while Margaret shaggy whiskers aren't quite in line
tions.
she added, there is no psycholopleal it is a defense of colonies and home- Steinmetz and Francis Aneirews pre- with the shags.
Barbara Ashworth plays the title man.
land; on the Nazi side it is a war of sented their views on "The RationaliThe I Tniversity is the first institution netsi for it
Still, tins is definite opportunity for role, anti Joan Solite, a freshman. The army expects the revision of
Ii have a free Art library. Five years
Both England and France are doing expansion (of Germany proper I and zation of Religion." Carlton Nowell proof of manhood, and, incidentally, plays the only (direr feminine role, an tine close order manual will greatly
ago the Idea was originated at Vassar, a lot of wishful thinking now, she said, of acquiring colonies The English sang several numbers for both farming a chance to win a trick over the glam- Indian %mass. John Roble has the facilitate training civilians in case of
a national emergency.
our boys. Clark Gable might have a masculine lead.
and evening services.
(Continued on Page Four)
in that they are depending upon in(Continued on Page Four)
By Bill Chandler
The Maine Bears face the
New Hampshire Wildcats Saturday in the last home game of
the season until the final game
with Bowdoin. For the last
couple of years the games with
New Hampshire have been wide
open, and although Maine has
shown plenty of power both offensively and defensively, the
breaks may favor either team.
Two weeks ago the Wildcats lost
to the powerful Colby squad, but only by means of the air. Last Saturday the New Hampshire squad, composed mostly of sophomores, showed
marked improvement, nipping Northeastern 15-6. Harold Hall and Stacey
Clark proved to be a smart little set
of backs at sweeping the ends. Alternating with them was Dick Gordon,
a hard smashing fullback.
The potential power of this rather
green squad was shown by a sustained march in the opening five minutes of the game with Northeastern,
ending in a score for the 'Wildcats.
Another attempt to score was made
by New Hampshire in the second
quarter. This threat at the goal line
was squelched, but a substitute end
picked up three points with a field
goal from the twenty-five yard line.
The final New Hampshire score came
(Continued on Page Three)

Graton Essay
Contest Rules
Announced

Sawyer Directs Masque
While Bricker Recover

University Given
Ex-Dean's Picture

Rules Governing
Ex-Track Stars To
Dances Changed Be at Homecoming

Compulsory Stu, G.
Meeting Oct. 18th

j

Haucks Entertain
Freshmen, Faculty

i

Schedule for
Final Exams
Is Changed

Security, Not Patriotism,
Binds France, Says Oberly

Hair-Raising Tale About
Current Campus Grizzlies

Fifty Students
Borrow Pictures

M.C.A. Conducts
Bluehill Services

R.O.T.C. Battalion
Adopts New Drill
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Published Thursdays during the college year by the student" of the
University of Maine

I

Foreign
Affairs 0

IR. A ID IC
NEWS..

Small
. Town ..
Stuff

I

The Amazon I
By Corinne Comstock

A course in American and English
Folk Dancing is now available for all
By Myer Alpert
By Budl Godwin
"W‘r. interested students. Mrs. Smith has
morvIrgrigrir
In these times of war, the most frerura X•1"101.1. •ovaar.•..0 ISY
charge of this course, given in the
The University of Maine is once
Member
MeV.......
By Marguerite Bannigan
By University Snoops
quent warning given Americans is to
waves, only this year
air
the
on
Y.W.C.A. in Bangor at 7:00 every
more
Inc.
Service,
Advertising
National
Associated Golleoiale Press
beware of propaganda. Propaganda, Neutrality in a profound conflict in- in a bigger and better way. Last year, Another week past—Things seem to Monday, ‘Vednesday, and Friday.
College Potbl.bers Represtootattaw
scarcely
can
world
N.Y.
whole
YORK
the
volving
Nww
judgment
Ave
our
Distributor of
420 P4A014001
we are told, influences
you remember, there were only the be getting under way more—Ask any There is also special leadership inChicnno • Inast011 • Los Awn. • two ruacisco
unduly, blinds us to the truth. inflames exist in any country, least of all in one two broadcasts a week, the Campus sophomore fellow—Hell Week certain- struction for girls who may later wish
western
child
conscious
the
our passions, and leads us to war. We which is
News on Thursday nights and the ly is getting somebody somewhere... to teach folk dancing to Girl Scouts
other corralthe Business Manager, all
are also told that foreign propaganda Europe. The greed and selfishness of Campus Broadcast on Sunday nights. Chi 0 last week-end brought forth or other groups.
Address all businesa correspondence to
so
wooden. to the Editor-in-ChielL
was a primary factor in our entry into all the European states have been
post.ofhce, Orono, Maine.
Miss Eileen Cassidy is forming a
This year, as soon as the ball gets some strange combinations—Pepsy and
Entered as second class matter at the
Subscription: $1.00 a year.
the last World War. Those who warn revoltingly revealed by the events in rolling and the final touches have been Bob Robertson; Honey and Jack; club in Advanced Mixiern Dancing.
Maine.
Orono.
Pre.,
University
the
Prit.ted at
us against this insidious force would the last three years that Americans are put on the new studios built this sum- Frannie and Clary... At that same Those girls who have taken the earlier
Advertising Rate 50# per column inch
Tel. Exten•ton 51
OR., on the third door of M.C.A. building.
do well to define for us this danger justified in hesitating to align them- mer, there are to be two new broad- dance—Did Cook, Nelson, and com- courses are eligible for this club.
selves with one side.
pany find Cotting in time? ? ? Also
Dora West requests all junior girls
casts during the week.
Editor-in-Chief as well as warn us against it.
CHARLES A. PEIRCE
Such are the sentiments of Vincent The Campus News broadcasts this Chandler and Verrill brought back to- who intend to play hockey this season
look at last Sunday's New
us
Let
Manager
Business
PETER J. SKOUFIS
York Times. How much propaganda Sheean as expressed in his latest book year are on Thursday nights again, gether again—
to see her as soon as possible. She
EDITORIAL BOARD
lies in the pages of this newspaper, published last summer. Not Peace. same as last year, except the titne. It is How long ...Bob Hamilton seems to is anxious to obtain class schedules
that usually carries more foreign news But a Sword is distinctly subjective at 7:15. Be sure to listen in for first- stick to the Phi/brooks—be it Connie so as to be able to fix a suitable time
Warren Randall..-....Managing Editor Dorothy Shiro
Women's News Editor than any other in the world? First, anti definitely pessimistic. In it the
--Assoc. Editor
Rachel Kent
hand news. The dial number is 620 or Nancy...Ask Mal Loring how his for issuing the uniforms.
Society Editor let us examine the Magazine section. author chronicles events as he observed
News Editor Alma Hansen
new duck is...Speaking of animals—
(harks Leining
and the station is WI.BZ.
CzechosloSpain,
England,
in
..Sports Editor
On page 1, we find a story about Stalin them
David Astor.
night broadcasts are Kappa Sig may still have its goat?? P on the football team—Apply Barb AshThe
Sunday
1938,
March,
tin' dorms still have their wolves.. worth,,. Cam and Jerome still doing
and Russia cabled from London. On vakia, and Germany frotn
following an entirely different policy But
page 3, there is a story about the war- to March, 1939.
Nice of such people as Norm Marri- O.K....Dottie Wing serenaded the
this year. Last year education and
time cartoons and humor of Punch, the
Democracy is being stifled and slowly entertainment were used together. This tier and Mervin Knight to give these other night— Nice voices these Beta's
humor magazine of London. Further- suffocated from within in England, it year the Sunday night programs will be freshman girls such a break
faculty.
the
by
have... Smart hat that Whitey Belkadopted
been
has
A new examination schedule
more. there are three stories about was decapitated in Czechoslovakia; on- devoted strictly to entertainment. The Alford is doing a good job looking af- nap sported at the game Sat....Note
that
system
the
than
worse
or
London,
from
to
War"
better
according
it
"Women in the
ly in Spain did Fascism.
Our first concern is—is
campus will be scoured to secure the ter the dorm—Wrong dorm, though, to freshman girls—Rodie Gardiner
we have become accustomed to? This new schedule is obviously Berlin, and Paris. These stories can Mr. Sheean, meet with any real resis- hest it has to offer in musical and dra- isn't it, Will? ? ? Does Bill make a hasn't had a date this year—Can't you
clearly be classed as propaganda, more tance. The future progress and happi- matic talent.
good substitute for Tib, Betty? ? ?
do something about that? ? ?
made up with the convenience of the student and not the professor or less, and the score is Allies 4 and
ness of humanity, he feels, depends
will Ken Clark back for the game—Nice Three sorority injormals coming off
program
night's
This
Sunday
in mind.
German 1. But equally important is solely upon the will and instinct of the
ci insist of Ruth Trickey's string trio week-end, wasn't it, Rachel?? I' Con- soon—Better get spruced up, kids
It is a relieved feeling to know that no instructor can now, on the editorial emphasis. Stories from proletariat when he begins to realize with Dorothy Shiro and Pauline Jelli- gratulations to Coddie Comstock and Edith Hurley's back ... Russell Crocannounceposithe
pracbetter
get
with
been
to
have
seem
which
forth
sources
Allied
deceptions
the
come
the day before the final examination,
son. 011enry's "Whirligig of Life," Ralph Pipes...Also to Peggy Hauck kett certainly was swamped by females
tions on the page and better headlines. ticed upon him.
ment that that particular class will have its examination with anan adaptation by Clarke Thurston, will and Ted Ladd...Nice work by Me in Bangor Sat. night ... Heard around
lec- We can trace this sort of thing, if This will be some time in c
be given by John Huctor, Quenton team against Rhodie last Saturday— —Wally and Maddy; "Let's be ser-riother class. It takes an accurate dictaphone to give the same
we wish, throughout the paper. The Mr. Sheean implies, when he predicts l Crandall. Pauline Riley, and William Best of luck this week against New ous...We feel very hopeful—Sometwenty-four
as
much
as
coming
often
classes,
separate
ture to two
has this book was written last March)
Dow. There will also be songs by the Ifampshire—Remember how much eas- body else wants to take over our job—
more first page of the theatrical section
hours apart. It is almost an impossible task for two or
a story on the British Theatre. Every that in the war, when it takes place,1 Campus Trio, Beth, Ruth. and Skip. ier a win makes Coach Brice's summers Phil Morris '43 has offered to do the
material
same
the
of
interpretations
and
like
British
,
the
be
on
even
again
give
stories
will
cabled
France and England
week
individuals to
If you've never heard them, be sure to in that fair state ...Jay throws a good Honors...Well, with our faiths reFrench screen and theatre reach the fighting for imperialism. Ile illus- • listen in. The Sunday night broad- party, doesn't he, Mayor f
newed we bid you a fond adieu until
to different classes.
New York Times. Are these propa- trates this unawareness of the vital
Another item that is definitely in the interest of the students ganda stories? Throughout the news issue in his first chapter in which he casts are on over WI.B7. from 7:30 to Wanted—a date for A. 0. Pi—Jim's next week....
8:00. Jtast set your dial on 620 at 7:00
themselves is that the examination schedules for the entire univer- sections, we find much more material takes the pulse of London.
for Jack Benny and leave it on right
elimiThis
day.
presenting the war from the British
sity shall be uniform, that is. begin on the same
What would happen, be asks, with al through until 9:00, at least, because
in
had
have
colleges
Is
the
German.
the
of
from
some
than
that
standpoint
classes
of
I
day
if
nates the extra
mixture of bitterness and wonder,
the NBC Symphony comes on right
find unsigned should accost that white-haired woman
after the Campus Broadcast.
the past. By doing this, a pupil that takes courses in more than one this propaganda? We
war,
the
on
material
articles giving
peering into the shop window anti say :1 Remember, the dial number is 620
college will have no conflicts between exam and classes.
stories of speakers denouncing Hitler- "Madam, do you know anything about
to
as
and the time is 7:15 on Thursdays,
members
faculty
the
among
doubtful
It has always been
ism, and a two or three story build-up the Ebro?"
Keep in touch with
and 7:30 on Sundays.
whether this day, that some students had, was used advantageously 14 Winston Churchill. Are these If, he goes on, I told her it was a l
ATHLETIC, FRATERNAL, AND CAMPUS NEWS
toward examinations or otherwise. The general opinion among the items propaganda? The sport section river flowing down Oxford Street she I
stories
carries
regularly
Times
the
of
If
better.
1
The following coupon will bring you the
would be sure I was a lunatic. But,*
student body on the question is that the sooner over the
on British sporting events. Is this
there she stands. protected by the I
it is definitely known that this day isn't available for the reports propaganda?
CAMPUS for the rest of the year
MAINE
Ebro while the guns thunder on all
and outside readings which are usually crowded into this time, there On the surface all this newsprint,
!
a
on
m
the
by
accompanied
her
sides of
will be more of a chance of its being done as it is assigned.
Clip aud mail to "Maine Campus," Box 69, Alumni Hall,
all this activity might be called propa- ing of shells. Blind totally to the!
By Mimi
deeper
examination
a
is
there
for
system
think
I
but
ganda;
adopted
newly
The sixth point of this
real issue!
U. of M., Orono
fundamental reason for it.
That the real issue was and is tiemoc- Dear Frosh :
states that a common time of not more than seven days will be pro- and more
for
famous
are
American newspapers
vided. It will be necessary to have two 2-hour examinations and giving their readers what they want racy's death grapple nith the ideology No, the college hasn't gone completeexpast,
of Fascism, he clearly shims in the
the
In
day.
each
on
the grass. ink on the
examination
-hour
4
or
3-hour
one
to read. If the editor of the New York chapters on Germany Czechoslovakia. ly nuts. Skis on
Enclosed is $1.00 for "Campus" Subscription for following
exams
these
of
Some
forehead. clothes in the wrong places1:30.
aminations began at either 8:00 or
Times, as well as most of the editors of
accounts of I litter's they all mean that we're living in fraHis
Austria.
and
Name
lasted thirty minutes and some lasted four hours, but both types our magazines, is willing to give more policies and their reactions tell us
ternity initiation week--optimistically
and better
were considered examples of final examinations and recorded as space, better headlining, from Allied fundamentally nothing nett. They (in-! termed Hell Week. It's the magnifiAddress
page position to stories
ty emphasize what we already know cent tikes:slim (from the picture of
such.
is
sources,
German
from
than
sources
City
altiout him, a man us litre intellitwoce
Everyone of these six points in this new final examination he a propagandist or is he trying to is proved by his on n stmement itu the same name )—the time when the
the
itself—when
asserts
I will notify of change of address
imagination
body
student
the
of
his
If
increase his paper circulation?
schedule has been drawn up with the interest
Mein Kamtf that his mind isa, ft irnAll creative mind becomes ostensibly creais he
pro-British.
advantage
is
policy
take
editorial
now
to
us
to
up
is
it
though
as
seems
Signed
in mind. It
in his childhood. adole,cence. and early tive— in its way. So don't worry,
exibiting the bias of most Americans,
of these new convinces, even though they are still under the heading or is he a propagandist- He is certainly manhood, and has never changed since. freshie. Get a kiek out of it now; your
He has read scarcely anything since
of examinations, and make the most of them.
not being paid by the British. If his 1912. "I have not had to add much time will come.
R. W. K.
We agree with a lot of people that
prejudice were pro-German lie would
to what I then learnt; I have had to
the Rhode Island game Was positively
be denounced by his readers, and the
General
official
Kam/'f,
(Mein
nothing."
alter
thrilling. Such bright colors, such
circulation of his newspaper nould
Electric
ed., p. 21.)
German
magnificent
such
gay fall clothes,
drop. The fundamental factor in all
Carryabout
Sheeauthor
accents,
hard
biting,
In
such
crowd,
cheering, such a tense
"Ain't Bill coming?"
this is the fact that the American peoRadio
unmercifully the English xixid soda-pop, such luscious hotdogs,
ple are for one side. We want the an attacks
"Not yet. but he has to only do five more pages."
conits
damns
government,
'Tory
such comfortable bleachers, and such
news to be pro-British, subconsciously,
"He should of told us. He keeps us waiting all the time."
"(Inc upper class a crisp air. It was all so wonderful
perhaps, and the newspapers are only trolled press in which
yesterday."
waiting
us
kept
one
the
was
its own virtue every to see. It's too bad they couldn't have
"He don't either. You
too glad to give it to us. It is this contemplates
breakfast." Nor does he had the game itself some other time.
"Well, even if I was—"
bias of the American people and con- morning at
to the Freshman: Beware
This is an example of conversation heard on campus recently. sequently of the American newspapers spare the French politicians who kow- W
towed to Fascism. For the Evian
The crudity of the language may seem exaggerated to some; others . that is often erroneously called propa- conference. with its hypocrasy and if something tall, dark, and exciting Al...... N.
w round
who thinks you're the nuts; he usually
ow pisg.in. Ploys owsloo, u,
may not see anything wrong with it. But, on the whole, every ganda.
heartless treatment of the refugee prob- is.
ronow.
A
anywhere.
doors.
this
ilowery hot Nary student con
mistake made in the foregoing sentences is a common one on
lem, he has nothing but the utmost
Now we are such firm believers in
Ono
too
SC0171.
campus.
the good old democratic University of
You Wog nowt, rows Wenn*,
The book may be valuable reading. Maine 'He that we passed it on to the
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• Bears Clic
Blue Harriers
in
Maine
Little, But... Jayvees Go
Meet N. H. in
Down Before
Opener Here
M.C.I., 7-2 Surprise Victory Over

Rhode Island Rams

Capitalizing on a series of breaks.
By Paul Ehrenfried
a spirited M.C.I. grid eleven eked out
According to latest reports,
• Entire Line, Dyer,
a 7 to 2 win over the Jayvees in a game
and the opinion of Coach JenSaturday morning.
Arbor, Gerrish
kins, the Pale Blue varsity cross
On the opening kick-off the Jayvees
By Dave Astor
country team is going to have
Sparkle
took the ball on their own forty yard
one tough battle on its hands
The fall tennis tournament turned
Last Saturday was a great day for the entire student body. The day
I
line,
and
on
a
series
of
running
plays,
when
it
meets
New
Hampshire
By Jerry Schmidt
was warm; the girls had a chance to wear their best fashion magazine attire
starring Stew Svedman and Ben Gra-.into a virtual dogfight this week with
here this Saturday.
to the game; the boys showed appreciation with ohs, and ahs, as the co-eds
ham, they advanced to the M.C.I. ten startling upsets left and right. The
The Black Bear of Maine rose
"The outcome of the meet," said
fashioned their way by the stands to their seats; and the varsity football
yard line. A pass from Bob Brown early round matches have proved to
Coach Jenkins, "depends upon which
team outplayed and outsmarted the visiting eleven from Rhode Island.
to Bones Hamilton was intercepted by be the hardest fought battles in years. on its haunches to cuff the
It was a fine game, but nevertheless a disappointment. The Keaneymen team has the most men finishing close
St. Pierre. A bad pass from the M. Freshmen are breaking through the Rhode Island Ram soundly 14-0
weren't all that they were cracked up to be, and it is the opinion of this together." The chances for success
C.I. center went over the goal line, lines to land in the upper round posi- last Saturday in such a manner,
column that one of the basic reasons was friction. Our first-year Physics in Saturday's meet have been limited
... mighty is Roger Stearns, one of and St. Pierre was tackled for a safe- tions. Russ Crockett fell before the that the heretofore rampant
course—attention, Prof. Bennett—tells us that friction can slow up a force, by the dropping out of Ralph Which- the best ends in Maine, who scored ty. Jayvees 2, M.C.I. 0.
onslaught of Johnson, a freshman,
Rams looked absolutely bedragand it seemed to last Saturday, for R. I. appeared to have plenty of poten- er, third man on the team and a very the second touchdown against Rhode
In the second period M.C.I. took ad- (6-4)(6-3). Mertens, one of the gled
and overcome when the
dependable
runner.
huddle
the
R.
I.
tialities. The cries of "shut up" and "quiet" came from
Island.
vantage of a fifteen yard penalty and promising members of the freshman
time and again, signifying frequent disagreements.
The results of the time trials last
a had punt to set themselves up for a squad of last year, barely lost out to final whistle sounded.
This should set up a good example for all Maine teams. There is no Saturday were disappointing, Coach
touchdown• Morris made the score for Southard, a freshman (9-7)(4-6) Their attack, impotent at all times,
MAINE EXPECTED
(6-3). Johnny Mains cracked up the men of
room for a "prima donna" wearing the Pale Blue.
Jenkins said. Smith and Ehrlenbach
M.C.I. from the ten yard line.
Keaney, led by flashy
(Continued from Page One)
•* ******
against another '43 member, losing to "Duke"
showed well, coming in first and secThe rest of the game the Jayvees
Abbruzzi and the coach's son,
Ingalls
(10-8)(6-4).
Thompson,
a
balanced
ond. Ingraham finished in third place
The athletic department has certainly planned a well-filled and
with another drive in the third period. pushed the boys from Pittsfield all seeded member of last spring's fresh ponderous Warner Keaney, were forced
athletic program for the hundreds of freshman parents who will be guests of with Blaisdell and Butterworth folover the gridiron, but were unable to
time and again to give way before the
squad, was defeated by Kelley, a senior
Capable Backs
the University Saturday. In the morning, the parents will be obie to view lowing him. "Smokey" Jordan was
click sufficiently well to score. Outcrashing Maine offensive. Several
transfer student.
their sons in three cross country races and in a football game. As an added the sixth man in, Jack Dequine comtimes Maine smashed its way down the
Hall, Clark, and Gerdan are all standing players for the Jayvees were
Providing the greatest scare of the field on straight running plays, utilizing in after "Smukey." Irving Higattraction, the varsity harriers will run against N. H.
capable backfield men for the Wild- Angy Zieno. Swede Olsen, Bob Kingdepartment
athletic
the
will
be
the
guests
of
gins
week
was
Vincent
Checchi,
an
unherparents
provided
a
surprise
by
finishing cats. Added to these will be Burt horn, Bones Hamilton. acting captain,
In the afternoon, the
ing passes only to draw the Rhode Isalded player on Maine courts, who gave land backfield away from the line of
at the Maine-N. H. football game. An exciting day is in store for the after Dequine with the result that he Mitchell, playing his first game of Stew Svedman. and Ben Graham,
greet
the will be the alternate if any of the
Dick Pierce a real battle. Consistent- scrimmage. That these passes were
parents and a still snore pleasureable one, should the student body
the season for New Hampshire.
ly getting back everything Dick hit, effective whenever used is attested by
other men are unable to run. Coach
guests with typical Maine spirit.
Mitchell is one of the better New
NOTICE
Checchi grabbed the first set (6-1). Roger Stearns' 40-yard sprint after
Jenkins said that Blaisdell did not
England backs and has given Maine
A student rally for the New Pierce's superior shots finally wore catching Dick Dyer's 30-yard pass to
Things 'n stuff.•.From now on this column will Winchellize a bit by do as well as he (Coach Jenkins) had plenty of trouble for the last two
down his opponent, but only after the score the second touchdown. That the
giving a "Bear Hug" for deserving deeds, and a "Bare Slug" for deserving expected. He felt, however, that years. With any amount of support, Hampshire game will be held
hardest of fights. Final score gave interference on this play was superb
misdeeds. The Bear Hug this week goes to the varsity football team—a Blaisdell might shape up by Saturday. he is a real threat. In the line Mat tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. in Memorial Gymnasium. The next Dick the nod (1-6)(6-2)(6-3)•
is an understatement. It was so good
little hug for the band.....s Bare Slug for those wise guys who were
Flaherty,
a
powerful
athlete
and
posN. H.Strong
At the end of this week play should that R. I. did not come within five
blowing off steam to some of the members of the visiting team. This is
sible Olympic material in the hammer. rally will be that before the
The strength of the New Hampgame.
be well advanced into the third and yards of Stearns as he swept goalespecially condemnable, since part of the game was broadcast and it dots
throw, is a standout. New Hampshire team was well demonstrated by
quarter final rounds.
ward with a phalanx of four blockers
not give the listeners a fair impression of the Maine spirit.... We've heard
shire may be able to pick up several
the fact that the Wildcats beat Bates
paving the way.
that the Pale Blue Key may reorganize the once powerful Freshman Numeral
points via the kicking route Satur- been fatal to Maine.
last Saturday by the score of 21 to
Club if enough interest is shown—a fine gesture by the "Key." Luck has
day. Buck Martin, of the Wildcats, Genge and Cook should harass the
Maine Scores
JO, a good-sized margin in any cross
been with us on our predictions.
added to the New Hampshire score New Hampshire backs plenty an,1
country meet. Bates has sonic good
The first touchdown was no less
Northeastern
in
this
manner.
against
Stearns is going to be a hard man
Predictions this week:
men, too: Rollins, fourth man in the
glorious than the second. Co-captain
However, this may be no threat, for for the visitors to watch. A defense
Maine 13—N.H. 6
Eight games were played off in the Gerrish scored the initial six points
State Meet last year, veterans DownNew Hampshire failed to collect such as shown by the Pale Blue in
Colby 20—Vermont 14
Intramural football series on the by bucking fifteen yards over right
ing and Coffin, and Nickerson, fresheither point after touchdown although the Rhode Island game is going to
practise fields last Sunday afternoon. guard after a successful exchange of
I3owdoin 13—Wesleyan 19
man star last year.
Martin did get a field goal,
be difficult for the Wildcats to pane- In the Northern League Sigma Alpha
Bates 12—Northeastern ti
Kirk and Underwood finished first
punts and a Maine march from their
trate.
Froth ti—Ricker 0
Epsilon defeated Delta Tau Delta, own 35 in five plays; the outstanding
R. I. Game
and second for New Hampshire.
Although the Wildcat aggregation 6-0. Phi Eta Kappa beat Oak East, of which was a Dyer to Stearns pass
Rivers, captain of the freshman team
(How did you pick 'em?)
Maine came through gloriously in
must be coming right along, judging 18-0, and Theta Chi fell before Dorm for 25 yards.
last
year,
came
in
third
for
New
to
the first real test of the year. ComApplications have been and are being received from girls who vow
Hampshire. Two sophomores, Shaw pletely bottling up .Abbruzzi in the by their victory over the strong A. 12-6. Kappa Sigma ended the acDick Dyer place-kicked both extra
kiss every member of the varsity. if Maine beats Bowdon).
and Mullin, then came in, followed by first half, the Bears put on an offen- Northeastern team, Maine should take tivity in the Northern I.eague by de- points, with Jack Reitz holding the
the
nod
Saturday
unless
Dame
Forleafing
Beta
Theta
Pi,
6-0.
The
Huntoint and Swasey, who ran for sive display which could not be beatball. Dyer's extra point ability may
tune gives New Hampshire too many games were refereed by Adams, J.
the varsity last year.
en. Dick Dyer carried the brunt of
well be a deciding factor in state
breaks.
Harris, Stuart, Small, Curtis, D.
Anyway you look at it, it's going the attack, alternating with Doc Gerseries play, when scores will possibly
Brown, Johnston, and Astor.
to be an extremely close contest. The rish and Charlie Arbor. The Wildbe closer and points after may win a
The games in the Southern League game.
NOTICE
results of the meet will go a long cats are going to have a hard time
got
underway
at
1:30,
Phi
Gamma
way toward predicting Maine's chan- watching these three elusive runners.
The four cross country races
The starting line-up from left end to
ces in the New Englands.
The blocking in the Rhode Island that will take place this Satur- Delta defeating Phi Kappa Sigma, right end was composed of Stearns,
took
over
and Arnold garnet has proved to be day morning will begin and end 0-0. Alpha Tau Omega
PIPES,CIGARETTE & CIGAR HOLDERS
Hal Dyer, Ed Cook, Ken Burr, Clary
Lambda Chi Alpha, 9-7, and Tau
the best in years. Every man seemed
ha fraehman f
b 11 fi Id
Genge, Stan Johnson, and Red Lane.
(NNLY filter combining 66 baffle
• to be carrying out assignments well. it was announced by Ted Curtis,: Epsilon Phi won out over Oak West Neither on offense nor on defense was
interior and cellophane eXttby the score of 12-0. Following that
4aso•BEAT.i*
TVIDEIVIIITEItS
ortrt
,
Second half play in the Rhode Is- Faculty Manager of Athletics,
I
Rhode Island able to budge this im00E, keeps nicotine, juices, tlakes
11
game, Phi Mu Delta beat Dorm B, movable forward wall, even by use of
land game found Ed Barrows pulling
put of mouth. No breaking in.
All Makes
€0
3
01/4stitED
`
41
30-0.
Referees
for
the
Southern
League
some gems. The Keaneymen began
No tongue bite. is
such unorthodox football as an unFor Rent or For Sale
• ran RREEIE
games were Cohen, R. Browne, Hoc- guarded center or several species of
to shake loose Abbrusli, and Barrows
Breaks pp hot
SCREE'
TE. House
Dave Astor
ctuoe„„,-xutioa
tor, Blake, Adams, Lane. and Peabody.
m,
made one of the sweetest tackles tit
smoke
"spread" plays.
Tel. II
•
On Sunday, October 15, two games The backfield, Genrish, Dick Dyer,
resulting in
the day to stop one run of the Rani's
Election‘,1 ness mItemittar. stas dis. are scheduled in each league. In the Jack Reitz, and Charlie Arbor, sparmild, healthy
elusive halfback which might have
8
4h1•111
—
hlonelf
cussed at the first meeting of the school Northern League at 1:30 Phi Eta Kap- kled. Dyer was invincible in catching
MEDICO FILTERED SMOKING.
CAA SLY
CERVIX( IF/LTERS
Pri,da
s biyierooe
rary
tnbe
enrgsb. pa will take on Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Keaney's misdirected punts and runearrtnogf sTne
auwty
BetT
abn
tywe
tar musics EMS
ALL ATHLETIC PICTURES
while at 2:30 Dorm A will meet Kappa ning them back. In fact, the records
WPM,MY RI NIS
CIO a BUICK $RI
Eugene Russel, president. announced Sigma. In the Southern League at show that Maine's punting out-dis1:30 Tau Epsilon Phi will fight it out tanked the Rams'.
today.
with Alpha Tau Omega. In a game at
.ea,unhear*0
Joe Ingham, Beta
Most beautiful new stti
Three new members will be chosen
S;.encer Leek, at end, Ed "Smasher"
2:30 Phi Mu Delta will meet Phi
Campus representative
from the junior class, and several more
Barrows, at fullback, Lefty (MusGamma Delta.
seniors will he elected. These elec(ache) Bennett and Hal Anderson,
tions will probably be announced at the
at quarterback, George Grant and
annual Technology Smoker given by
Herb Peabody, at tackle posts, and
Mac Roberts and Joe Harrington, at
11;;;;;1 the honorary society to be held probYOUR LATENT OUTSTANDINiG SCREEN ably on Thursday, October 26. At this
guard, showed the team to be strong
time a slide rule will he presented to
All University women were invited in all positions and capable of putting
the sophomore technology student who
good fight ssith any ball club.
to a tea given by the Women's Forum up a
yanked highest his freshman year. on Wednesday. October 11, at four
Edwin Stanley, Robert Bonney, and o'clock at Balentine Hall.
Have lottg been popular with the younger
Wallace Beardsrll are on the commitAt this time plans for the programs
C4MpliS
tee in charge of the smoker.
generation who appreciate the serviceable
to be held this year were discussed.
Russell
will
attend
the
President
distinction of the Bostonian styling and the
Officers of the Women's Forum
national convention in Nlissouri this
Oct. 13
last year are: Mary Cooper, Friday
economy through long dependable wear.
fall to represent the Maine Alpha elected
Finks, vice presi- 8:45 .-'.M.-5:0O P.M.—Advance
president
;
Marcia
chapter.
NAN4:0111
dent; Mary Cooper. secretary; Franregistration for Leadership ConORONO
ces Rhoda. Elspeth Johnson. Elmira
ference in Faculty Room
Fri., Sat.
Savage, and .Marion Fitzgerald, social 8:00 P.M.—Owl Stag Dance,
Artie Shaw
ctimmittee.
Thursday, Oct. 12
Alumni Gym
and His Band

Tennis Tourney
Well Underway

Many Close Tilts
In Intramurals

Seete466 BAFFLE FILTER-iiggsNE
P ------

.74a01/? MEDICO

Tau Beta Pi Will
Elect 3 Juniors '

_

nwar

THE MODERN STUDIO

II 0 ft TONI AN

O

tallenyet Slice4

Women's Forum
Plans Program

BANGOR and ORONO

Calendar I

OPERA HOUSE

5T 1311 14

German Club Holds
Outing at Lamoine

featured in

Chas. Laughton in

"DANCING CO-ED"
wIth
Lana Turner

"JAMAICA INN"
News—Musical

Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.

"THE FOUR
FEATHERS"

Mickey Rooney and
Judy Garland
in the
Musical Da of the Year
"BABES IN ARMS"
Tremont wing tlp oxford
wtth wirat-ilare. he Brow*
taa black Shetland Cali,

Smart Mon-pac Mord that
lends color and person tidy
p dress, In Tan or littack
Tweed Calf, Softrisci Flexible' Solo,

BIJOU

Fri. & Sat., Oct. 13-14

John Clements, June Duprez
News—Travelog
Sun. & Mon.. Oct. 15-16
"THE RAINS CAME"
Myrna Loy, Tyrone Power
News—Novelty
Tuft.. Oct. 17

IRANGOR

_c-rlirdterf /Ls/llit

Oct. 14-15-16-17

This is the Big Nits
1).0 Miss' lir iicc'

The New Singing Star

BOSTONIAN CHALLENGERS

Gloria Jean
In

$ • -D

"THE UNDERPUP"

Cartoon- Comedy
Oct. 18.1920

VIRGIE'S

Nan Grey, Pat O'Brien
In

UNIVERSITY STORE

"INDIANAPOLIS
SPEEDWAY"

ORONO

"THEY ALL COME
OUT"
R,ta Johnson, TOM Neil,
STK'r,

Wed., Oct. 18
11,000 A TOUCHDOWN"
Joe E. Brown, Martha Raye
News- -Comedy

Travelog

Oct. 14
Saturday
The members of Per Deutsche Fe- Killmer to Demonstrate
Frosh Parents' Day
rein motored to Dr. Robert R. Drum- Phonograph_Recording
8:45-11 :00—Advance registration
'maul's summer home at Lamoine Sum.
for Leadership Conference
Charles E. Killmer will give a denslay morning. October 8. for their
9:00 AM.—Froth Football Team
annual fall picnic. After lunch, the onstration of phonograph recording
Ti. Ricker
program began with German songs and and reproduction Thursday evening,
10:30 .\.M.—Freshman Cross Country
followed
softball,
7:30
in
the
Little
Theaby football,
October IL at
games,
Team A vs. Hopedale
and other sports.
tre under the auspices of the DepartTeatn B vs. Unity
Those who attended the outing were: ment of Music, it was /111110WICREI re- 11:00 AM.—Varsity Cross Country
Professor and Mrs. John T. Klein, cently by Prof. Adelbert W. Sprague.
vs. New Hampshire
Professor and Mrs. Kenneth Miles, Mr. Killmer is a graduate of the 2:00 P.M.—Maine-New Hampshire
in
Philadelphia
and
Institute
Curtis
McDonald,
Byron Whitney, Robert S.
Football Game
June Bridges, Jane Boyle, Bernard has achieved notable results in record- 8:00 P.M.—Colvin Informal
combined
knowledge
through
his
Lows,. Marie Folsom, 3. 0, Mundt, ing
Oft Campus Women Dance,
as a musical artist and recording engiJosephine Freeman,
Alumni Gym
tier.
Merle Wing, Rudolph Haffner, VirSunday
Oct. IS
ginia Tuttle, Alvalene Pierson, Edith
415 P.M.—Vesper Service, Little
Mc!mire, Benjamin Eta, Jeanette Perkins and Moore
Theatre
Lamoreau, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Attend Conference
7:30 P.M.--Campos Broadcast
Libby, and Paul Beagle.
W I.BZ
Mr. G. Ii. Perkins and Mr. NI. G.
Moore, in connection with the work Monday
Oct. 16
NOTICE
being done at the experimental station
Secretaries of all organiza- here at the University, attended the 4 15—Y.W.C.A. meeting in 'Salentine
parlors.
tions on campus are asked to forty-third annual conference of the
Hell Week emit.
leave a list of their officers and 1ssociation of Food and Drug Offiapproximate dates of meetings cials of the United States last week.
Members of M. 0. C. will sponsor
• "Maine Campus" office,
at th:
The conference was held in Hartford, Cinmecticut. Mr. Perkins and an overnight hike to Fitt's Pond in
M.C.A. building.
Mr. Moore heard add . made by Eddington, leaving the campus SaturThere are now 556 junior ctilleges various foist and drug anthoritici 11,555 day noon, October 21, and returning
Sunday p.m.
all parts of the country.
lin the United States'(A•C'P')
—
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SCHEDULE
(Continued from Page One)

BEAR BARREL POLKA

FATHERS
(Continued from Page One)

The words to the new
football song, composed to
the tune of "Beer Barrel
Polka," by Ruth McClelland and Joseph Dinsmore,
follow:

FIFTY STUDENTS
SECURITY
GRATON ESSAY
(Continued from !'age Ow)
(('ontinued from Page One)
(Continued from Page One)
--•—
Various members of the Depin December should call at 145 Stevens and French are fighting to preserve %here the plan proved so popular that
utations Committee will be in
Hall to receive his contest number, their own brand of imperialism against many of the students bought their
the M.C.A. building every after- which will be the only means of identi- Hitler's and to maintain their tradi- rented copies at the end of the semester.
tional position in European politics. The idea spread to Lawrence and
noon of next week to meet those fying his essay.
The essays must be not less than The conflict of ideologies is not the Brown Universities, but in all three
students who art interested in
more than 4,000 words in basic one, she said. It is now the ques- libraries a fee ranging from fifty cents
going on deputations this year. 2,000 nor
length and must be typed. The prize tion of w hether two imperialist coun- to a dollar and a half was charged.
All interested students are urged
ty
w ill be awarded on the basis of com- tries will be able to defend the status Over one hundred pictures by
to see these members at this pleteness, logical presentation, neat- quo in Europe against the encroach- different artists are available. There is
ness, and correct form. Bibliographical ments of another imperialist 'YU% er, no definite time limit on the pictures
time.
as yet, and they are rentable, one to
references must he in the form re- Germany.
person, exchangeable whenever
each
Franck,
Oberly
Elaine
Miss
visited
History
of
Departments
the
by
quired
it
days,
seven
than
more
allow
not
half the
would be necessary to have two 2-hour and English. The essays must be com- firmer French exchange student at another is desired. About
in
examinations and one 3-hour or 4-hour pleted and left at 145 Stevens Hall not the University of Maine. Her friends collection are classics, and about forthe prints the living American
examination each day. No student is later than the first Friday following and relatives mobilized, she seems to ty of
to have more than two examinations the spring vacation, and the award have taken a fatalistic attitude toward art is stressed.
per day and one exainination per day will he announced at the Scholarship the whole war, generally true of all
French women, Miss Oberly said.
Recognition Day assembly.
is desirable.
We are at your Service
The contest has been won previously
8.00 A.M.-10.00 A.M. examination
A safe place to economise
by Edwin Costrell and ‘Villiam Treat. ed by the president of each fraternity.
period
When you think of food
Ile shall be responsible for enforcing
10.00 A.M.-10.30 A.M. rest period
the non-smoking regulation and superthink of
and must be observed
RULES GOVERNING
vising the deportment of all people
10.30 A.M.-12.30 P.M. examination
(Continued front Page One)
Phone 225 -40.'
using that booth during the evening. •
period
ternity houses shall be required to be
12.30 P.M.- 2.00 P.M. lunch
2.00 P.M.- 6.00 P.M. examination in the quarters reserved especially for
women at the time campus women
period
Take HER to
If, in the preparation of the schedule. are required to he in the dormitories.
it is found that a satisfactory One 3. At affairs in the Memorial Gymcannot be arranged in seven days, the nasium where fraternities have booths,
st be supervised by a
Registrar shall have the privilege of each booth
After the Game Saturday
member of the fraternity duly appointusing eight days.
NOTICE

begin on the same day.
nasium, will include entertainment by
That examinations begin at 8.00 a.m.
members of the freshman class. The
on the day following the completion of
Freshman SV1ing Band, under the direcitations.
rection of M.C.A. secretary Albion
Beverage, will be on hand.
That a schedule of final examinations
We want a touchdown,
shall be set up to provide a common
Mrs. Fred Corliss, who will speak
We want a touchdown for
time for the examination of all secin behalf of the mothers at the supper,
Maine (Maine, Maine
tions of the same course. Each inis the mother of Ray and Ruth Corliss,
Maine)!
structor is to make up or write the
both of the class of '43. Prominent
Get us a touchdown,
examination or examinations for the
in many local activities, Mrs. Curtiss
again
once
Get us a score
sections taught by him or her, or, in
is particularly known for her leader(Rah, rah, rah)!
case a common examination is desired,
ship in community and agricultural
Come, that's the spirit
this examination must be made up or
groups.
We're out to get a big gain,
written co-operatively by all instrucMr. Ingalls, production manager at
So come and get a touchtors concerned.
the S. D. Warren Company in Cumdown
That a common examination be given
berland Mills, is the father of Everett,
And win for Maine!(Rah!)
only in those courses where definite
a freshman, and will address the group
provisions for such an examination
on behalf of the fathers of the incomare made throughout the course. These
ing class. He has long been known
R.O.T.C. BATTALION
provisions my include common prelims,
as leading and active alumnus of the
(Continued from Page One)
frequent conferences among instrucUniversity.
The third aninial Freshman Parents' Commander of the 3rd Platoon, 1st tors of the different sections, and anDay is being sponsored jointly by the I.ieut. Conrad W. McDowell; 2nd in nouncements to the students several
General Alumni Association and the Command of the 1st Platoon 1st Lieut. times during the first half of the course
University in the hope of promoting Gerald J. Burke; 2nd in Command of or semester.
better understanding and acquaintance the 2nd Platoon, 1st Lieut. Carlton P. To provide for a common time and
between parents and the University Duby.
faculty and administration. The moth- The Commander of Company "B" Philip A. Hutchinson. Battery Execers and fathers of the freshmen are in- is Harold A. Gerrish; Company Ex- utive, 1st Lieut. Edwin S. Rich; Plavited to participate in the regular daily ecutive. 1st Lieut. James J. Fitzpat- toon Commander 1st Platoon, 1st Lieut.
life of the University. Laboratories, rick; Platoon Commander 1st Platoon, Richard L. Tremaine; Platoon Comclass rooms, museums, and all build- 1st Lieut. Frank J. Buss; Platoon Com- mander 2nd Platoon, 1st Lieut. James
ings will be thrown open for a general mander 2nd Platoon, 1st Lieut. James G. Cooper; Platoon Commander 3rd
S. McKain; Platoon Commander 3rd
open house and inspection.
Platoon, 1st Lieut. Albert E. Bahrt;
!Platoon, 1st Lieut. Roger Cotting;
Varied Entertainment
2nd in Command 1st Platoon, 1st
They will be entertained by the regu-!2nd in Command 1st Platoon, 1st Lieut. Charles L. Weaver; 2nd in
hr military drill, a freshman football Lieut. WIlliam D. Barrel!.
Command 2nd Platoon, 1st Lieut.
game, and the varsity game with the The Commander of Company "C" is Robert W. McDonald; 2nd in ComTo
ExecuCompany
Hampshire.
Maynard W. Files;
University of New
mand 3rd Platoon, 1st Lieut. Harlow
all of these events the parents of fresh- tive, 1st Lieut. Harold C. Bronsdon; D. Adkins.
men are being invited without cost. Platoon Commander 1st Platoon, 1st The Commander of Battery "C" is
The day's program will close with the Lieut. Emil F. Hawes; Platoon Com- Stanley R. Holland. Battery Execusupper served at a charge of 50( each. mander 2nd Platoon, 1st Lieut. Mal- tive, 1st Lieut. Richard E. Hebe; PlaAt noon the parents of freshmen living colm S. Loring; Platoon Commander toon Commander 1st Platoon, 1st Lieut.
in the dormitories will eat with their 3rd Platoon, 1st Lieut. Robert E. Mur- Harold D. Higgins; Platoon Commansons and daughters as guests of the phy; 2nd in Cominand 1st Platoon, der 2nd Platoon, 1st Lieut. Eugene D.
University.
1st Lieut. Philip E. Curtis; 2nd in Russell; Platoon Commander 3rd PlaSpecific instructions to freshman Command 2nd Platoon, 1st Lieut. toon, 1st Lieut. Allyn E. Charpentier;
students regarding Parents' Day have Roger S. Andrews.
2nd in Command 1st Platoon, 1st
been provided by the office of Mr.' The Commander of Battery "A" is Lieut. Parker 0. Stuart; 2nd in ComCrane, who is chairman in charge of the,Captain Richard G. Morton. Battery mand 2nd Platoon, 1st Lieut. Earl G.
program. These include the following Executive. 1st Lieut. Wallace A. Bacon; 2nd in Command 3rd Platoon,
suggestions: Freshmen eating regular- Beardsell ; Platoon Commander 1st 1st Lieut. Henry P. Piorkowski.
ly in Hannibal Hamlin dining room Platoon, 1st Lieut. John H. Derry;
will have their noon meal transferred Platoon Commander 2nd Platoon, 1st
to Memorial Gym, where they will eat Lieut. Allston P. Keyes; Platoon
with their parents without charge by Commander 3rd Platoon, 1st Lieut
the use of the regular meal ticket. All Robert F. Stewart; 2nd in Command
HOSPITAL
non-dormitory freshman men and wom- 1st Platoon, 1st Lieut Donald M.
01.)110
St.
Main
31
en may purchase tickets for themselves Marshall; 2nd in Command 2nd Plaand parents to eat noon dinner in toon. 1st Lieut. Octave F. Richards;
LATEST BLUEBIRD RI-CORDS
Alumni Memorial Gymnasium if they 2nd in Command 3rd Platoon, 1st
wish to do so by calling at the Alumni! Lieut. Joseph R. Littlefield,
office at 13 Fernald Hall before nine
The Commander of Battery "B" is
o'clock Friday morning. All other
dormitory freshmen will eat at noon in ,
the regular dining halls with their!
parents without charge.
BEAUTY AT BUFFUM'S
All parents and other guests must
purchase tickets for the evening meal
Featuring
at 50* each. These may be purchased
in the Alumni office before 5:00 p.m.,
Custom Permanents
Friday. Dormitory freshman men
and women will he admitted with their
'
ASK FOR DOE MST MAUI KIND.9
parents for the evening meal on the
presentation of a regular meal ticket.
HARDWARE
,
33 Main St.
Parents are mailing reservations for
& VARIETY
their visit to the Alumni office, 13 FerTel. 95
Orme Mr.
PLUMBING & HEATING
nald Hall, and students wishing to
1I-37 MUI St., Orono
know at what time their parents may
arrive are ins ited to inquire at that
office.

Myers Grocery

Farnsworth's

•
WE CORDIALLY INVITE
the Freshmen to inspect our new Fall line of
CAMPUS WEAR AND PARTY DRESSES

IF IT'S JUNIORS YOU WANT...
your best bet is THE GRACE
SHOPPEl We have gained an enviable reputation for a beautiful line of
Junior dresses. Novelty Woolens,
plaids, solids, and silks.

g& grace Shoppe
Bangor, Maine

Main Street

ORONO, MAINE

•

•
JERRY'S
RADIO

1

U

4

Cfaxam

SOMEONE'S
B I RTH DAY?
itemd.
ad/

BUFFUM BEAUTY SHOP

PARKS

S

•

NOTICE

SPECIAL

Owing to the fact that
the press of the University
Print Shop is being repaired, it was necessary to
have this week's edition of
the "Campus" printed out
of town. For this reason it
has been impossible to distribute the paper on time.

WALL LAMP with MAINE EMBLEM SHADE
at Student Price $1.95
I.E.S. Study Lamps

Floor Lamps

Visit the

BANGOR HYDRO STORE
Main St., Orono

•
Swannie's Shoe Repair
Shop & Shine Parlor

SATITIMAIrS SPECIAL
at
Penney's Food Shop

lorateil l'nder the Rank, Orono

BILL CASEY
is your answer to your
haircut problem; any style
Theatre Bldg

Orono, Me.

•
•
Boone Pte.. 11113

corgi lbw 41114

HA ERI,0110 GARAGE
General Repaining
and Accessories
• WILLARD BATTERIES
• GATES TIRES
• AAA SERVICE
• CRANE SERVICE
• ALL HIGH GRADE
OILS AND GREASES
P 0 1,11- 1111E8R

We have marked down Libby's nationally advertised
2% and as an extra inducement we
canned goods about 7%
will give with the purchase of $2.00 worth of groceries
for cash, the contents of 6 bottles of Coca Cola free.
Libby's FANCY BARTLETT PEARS—#2% can-23 cts.
" PINEAPPLE SAUCE—#2 can-18 eta.
GRAPEFRUIT-2 can-2 for 25 cts.
44
LOGANBERRIES-2 can-23 cts.
It
2 can-27 cts.
1
FRUIT FOR SALADS—#2/
14
SLICED PEACHES—#2% can-18 cts.
14
FREESTONE PEACHES—#2,2 can-25 cts.
NATIVE CELERY-15 cts. bunch
Fancy Large RED McINTOSH APPLES-40 cts. doz.
FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT-3 for 25 cis.
COLORADO PEARS—large and juicy-6 for 20 cts.
LEMONS—Large California-35 cts. doz.
SWEET CIDER—contents gallon jug-40 cts.
Fancy Barbados MOLASSES,-75 cts. gal.
Irrol,a1.1 %III be higher)
Tel 475-476

R.F.D. No 7, Bancior, fd•in•

•

... that's always a signalfor
more smoking pleasure
All around you, you'll see that friendly
white package ... that means more and more
smokers everywhere are agreed that Chesterfields
are milder and better-tasting. ,,for everything you
want in a cigarette, CHESTERFIELD 01NS

Free Delivery
Gipyrigtx

1919, DOCATT a NYVIII 14 ram ,

.. MILLIONS

